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IN THE FAST LANE –  

AUTOMATICA 2016 SHOWS THE FUTURE 4.0 

 Sensational visitor growth: Plus 30 percent 

 Record participation from foreign countries 

 Main topics: Digitalization, Workplace 4.0 and Service Robotics 

 

AUTOMATICA 2016 (June 21 to 24) exceeded all expectations: around 45,000 

visitors (+30 percent) and 839 exhibitors from 47 countries (+16 percent). 

One-third of the visitors came from foreign countries. Managing Director 

Falk Senger: "AUTOMATICA has reached a new dimension. It showed the 

future of production with deep insights into the possibilities of digitalization, 

human-robot collaboration and professional service robotics.”  

 

Patrick Schwarzkopf, Managing Director of VDMA Robotik + Automation: "AUTO-

MATICA 2016 has broken all records. In particular, the number of international 

visitors has increased enormously. The increase was significantly above 50 per-

cent!"  

 

Automation and robotics make Industry 4.0 possible in the first place. Tremendous 

energy could be felt at the trade fair thanks to the topic. Dr. Norbert Stein, Chair-

person of VDMA Robotics + Automation and Managing Partner of VITRONIC 

GmbH, explained: “The quality of visitors at AUTOMATICA increased once again, 

and they were able to meet top-rate technology experts at the booths. The high 

level on both sides is unique."  

 

IT2Industry and AUTOMATICA: Platform for Automation and IT 

Automation and IT are going to join forces in the future. IT2Industry provides a 

unique platform for this. Ilse Aigner, Bavarian State Minister for Economic Affairs 

and Media, Energy and Technology, got an impression of the situation during a 
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visit to the trade fair and said: “We want to be a leading supplier and leading mar-

ket for Industry 4.0. To this end, an international marketplace is critical to ascertain 

the current state of developments and establish international contacts at regular 

intervals. Consequently, I very much welcome the fact that Messe München pro-

vides the platform IT2Industry at AUTOMATICA and makes digitalization a focal 

topic with it. As a result, AUTOMATICA has great importance for the establishment 

of Germany as the leading Industry 4.0 nation." 

 

Service Robotics on the Move 

Service robotics recorded a big increase at AUTOMATICA and provided a fasci-

nating insight into the everyday life of tomorrow: the care car in a hospital or the 

inventory robot for department stores, service robots as driverless transport sys-

tems or assistants for people. Andra Keay, Managing Director at Silicon Valley 

Robotics, is impressed: "AUTOMATICA is a wonderful gathering of professionals 

from the field of robotics. I was very surprised by the great efforts in the area of 

service robotics and start-ups." 

 

Start-Ups: The Future of the Industry at AUTOMATICA 

AUTOMATICA is becoming the market place for start-ups. Newcomers from 

around the world exhibited on the START-UP World area. Falk Senger is con-

vinced: "The exchange between start-ups and established companies is a trend-

setting development. Messe München supports and promotes this valuable com-

munication platform." 

 

Peter Guse, Managing Director at Robert Bosch Start-up GmbH, confirmed: "The 

mixture between major robotics companies, small firms and the start-ups – that 

makes the trade fair so exciting. I clearly consider AUTOMATICA to be the lead-

ing trade fair for automation in Europe.” 

 

China Goes AUTOMATICA 

Interest from China was never so great. The number of visitors and exhibitors 

has more than tripled. The Chinese automation boom is becoming increasingly 

noticeable at AUTOMATICA. A total of 13 delegations came just from China. 
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Song Xiaogang, General Secretary of the China Robotics Industry Alliance 

(CRIA): “AUTOMATICA is absolutely one of the leading trade fairs for Automa-

tion and Robotics, which gives a very strong impression to the Chinese visitors 

and exhibitors. Through communication and exchange, CRIA delegation believe, 

there is a bright future of Sino-German cooperation in automation and robotics.” 

 

Workplace 4.0 – People as the Focal Point 

New production methods – new work processes: Work 4.0 is a main topic at AU-

TOMATICA. Man and machine will work together in the team in the future. Peo-

ple are the focus with their emotional intelligence, and robots assist them. Dr. 

Horst Neumann, longtime Group Head of Human Resources at Volkswagen AG 

and founder of the Institute for the History and Future of Work, explained: "Work 

in factories is becoming increasingly more demanding. As a result, workers need 

to become more qualified. We need to work on this. A trade fair such as AUTO-

MATICA can open people’s eyes in this process and thus make a contribution." 

 

Trade Fair Becoming Increasingly Important for Exhibitors and Visitors 

Full halls and a great atmosphere: 96 percent of the exhibitors and 98 percent of 

visitors evaluate the trade fair as excellent, very good or good. Sixty-eight per-

cent of visitors believe that the trade fair will increase in importance in the future. 

Eighty percent of exhibitors plan to come back.   

 

Supporting Young People 

AUTOMATICA is covering the needs of new target groups with the new event 

format "Makeathon”. More than 140 participants, most of them students working 

in teams from the fields of computer science, robotics and mechatronics, devel-

oped functional hardware prototypes within 24 hours. The prototypes ranged 

from an automated shoe for senior citizens to a complete digital factory as a pro-

duction line and all the way to the production of power bars that are adapted to 

the individual needs of consumers, e.g.,  weight or activity level.  

 

The next AUTOMATICA will take place In Munich from June 19 to 22, 2018. 
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Statements about AUTOMATICA 2016                    Photos AUTOMATICA 2016  

 

 

 

About AUTOMATICA  

AUTOMATICA is an international trade fair for robotics and automation and the central meeting 

point for manufacturers and users of integrated assembly solutions, robotics, machine vision and 

professional service robotics. Messe München GmbH and VDMA Robotics + Automation, concep-

tual sponsor of the trade fair, are behind the industry-driven concept of AUTOMATICA.  

 

 

Messe München 

Messe München is one of the world’s leading trade-show companies. It organizes some 40 trade 

shows for capital and consumer goods and key high-tech industries in Munich alone. 14 of those 

events are number 1 in the world in their respective industries. Each year more than 30,000 exhibi-

tors and some two million visitors take part in events held at the Messe München trade-fair center, 

the ICM – Internationales Congress Center München and the MOC Veranstaltungscenter Mün-

chen. In addition, Messe München organizes trade shows in China, India, Turkey, South Africa and 

Russia. Messe München has a global business presence with affiliates in Europe, Asia and Africa 

and more than 60 foreign representatives serving more than 100 countries.  

 

 

Contact for the press: 

 

AUTOMATICA 

Ivanka Stefanova-Achter – PR Manager, Messe München 

Tel. (+49 89) 949 - 21488 

Email: ivanka.stefanova-achter@messe-muenchen.de 

 

VDMA Robotik + Automation 

Patrick Schwarzkopf, Managing Director VDMA Robotik + Automation 

Tel. (+49 69) 6603 - 1590 

Email: patrick.schwarzkopf@vdma.org; http://rua.vdma.org/ 

 

 

IT2Industry more information und contact 

 

http://media.nmm.de/75/aut16_statements_28886475.pdf
http://media.messe-muenchen.de/AUTOMATICA/#1466763151221_1
mailto:ivanka.stefanova-achter@messe-muenchen.de
mailto:patrick.schwarzkopf@vdma.org
http://rua.vdma.org/
http://it2industry.de/trade-fair/exhibition-profile/focus-topics/it2industry-automatica/
http://it2industry.de/trade-fair/for-the-press/contacts-for-journalists/

